
PASSIVE RPG
DEFEAT 
SOLUTIONS
Lightweight, highly flexible 
RPG protection systems
Designed for optimized protection 
Against PG-7 & SPG-9

Providing high survivability for soldiers 

Technology tested and approved by few 
modern western armies around the world 

Highly durable solutions - does not 
degrade vehicle speed or meneuverabilty

Modular systems - can fit any tracked or  
highly armored vehicle 
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INNOVATIVE PASSIVE PROTECTION SOLUTIONS TO DEFEAT PG-7 AND SPG-9, SHOULDER FIRED, 
RECOILLESS GUN FIRED

TECHNOLOGY TESTED AND APPROVED BY FEW MODERN WESTERN ARMIES AROUND THE WORLD

MAXIMUM PROTECTION AT MINIMUM WEIGHT & COST

Little to no degradation of vehicle’s performance (maneuverability)

Light weight integrated solutions (10-12kg/m2)

Armor utilizes advanced neutralization mechanism

Highest performance (compared to legacy bar armor or net type systems)

Solutions for both opaque and transparent armored vehicle areas

Low life cycle cost

Modules replacement done at theater by vehicle’s crew

Can be easily mounted onto any combat and tactical 
armored vehicle or structure

PASSIVE RPG
DEFEAT SOLUTIONS 

IN-HOUSE AUTOMATED PRODUCTION LINE 
FOR LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION





The new generation Hybrid SlatFenceTM (HSF) is a lightweight flexible composite bar armor that uses 
unique defeat technology to protect against even the newest RPGs which feature an insulation layer 
between the RPG ogives.

Improved protection against different types of RPGs including PG-7 (Type M, N, V, L) and SPG-9

Neutralizes up to 65% at NATO 0° – with 85% silent neutralization (no detonation)

Best in class survivability

Excellent multi-hit behavior with silent neutralizations - up to 5 hits per 1m2

The same modular system fits wheeled and tracked armored vehicles

Weighs just 20% of traditional steel bar armor, integrated onto the vehicle it will add 10 to 11kg/m2

Protects over windows and other transparent areas without vertigo effect

Highly durable – does not degrade vehicle speed, maneuverability  
or performance

Flexible system – allows easy integration of HSF to dynamic 
areas such as doors, ramp, turrets and sponsons

Eliminates dangers associated with metal bar armor – 
HSF flexes back or breaks to allow emergency egress

Low life cycle costs – no welding, low cost acquisition, 
field repair using standard tools and no special 
training

Unique composite bar design, that 
allows the bars to be cut to size 
with a hacksaw in theater 

Available in any color to blend in 
with vehicle camouflage

Meets all relevant environmental 
testing standards according to 
MIL-STD-810

HSF can be used in 
combination with FlexFence 
for the opaque areas to 
achieve optimized 
protection 

LIGHTWEIGHT, FLEXIBLE 
COMPOSITE BAR ARMOR

Protects over windows and 
other transparent areas 
without vertigo effect



HSF (Hybrid Slat Fence) is an innovative bar armor technology, 
which overcomes the well-known weaknesses of conventional 
bar armor. The hybrid bars are made of metal and composite 
materials, which together create a lightweight, robust, flexible 
and resilient bar. The bars are mounted on flexible steel cables, 
creating a ladder-like structure, which is mounted on the vehicle 
with solid and flexible brackets. 

The flexible HSF bars can respond to accidental impact by elastic 
deformation, rather than plastic deformation, making it resilient 
even in places that are prone to intense motion like wheelhouses. 

The “Lego concept” is applied into the HSF design, making it 
highly modular, with modularity going down to the bar level and 
fastener level. Thus, a damaged bar can be replaced in minutes 
in the field, using no special tooling by regular soldiers.

PROPERTY HYBRID SLAT FENCE 

Material Hybrid of composite and metal

Technology weight per square meter 7 kg/m2 

Probability of neutralization 65% (at NATO 0°)

Silent neutralization  About 85% of the neutralizations

Thickness and stand off

Installed with a stand off of 200mm, module thickness 20mm
In case of urban missions the modules can be rolled/folded up or released via a quick    
release mechanism to allow for a slim silhouette of the vehicle
The diameter of one “roll up twine” is about 150mm

“Edge Effect” Minimal, as no rigid frames are used for the installation

Maintenance
Low maintenance cost and time
Repair in field condition

Safety after accident Flexible - until it breaks

Durability
Durable due to its flexibility
Suitable for areas like “skirt”, turret, ramp, sponson

HYBRID SLAT FENCE, TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Cutting of the PG-7V ogive with 
one slat during iABG gas canon 
testing



PASSIVE RPG
DEFEAT ARMOR

A unique RPG defeat passive solution by Plasan.

FlexFenceTM is designed for maximum soldiers protection at a light weight and at an affordable cost.

Can be easily mounted onto any existing armored platform or structure without any design changes.

Best in class survivability

Advanced neutralization mechanism

Improved protection against all types of RPGs including PG-7 (Type M, N, V, L) and SPG-9

Defeat mechanism uses a unique element that creates an electrical short cut between the warhead 
ogives

Neutralizes up to 80% at NATO 0° – with 90% silent neutralization (no detonation)

FlexFence can be used in combination with HSF 
to achieve optimized protection

Excellent multi-hit behavior with silent neutralizations - up to 
6 hits per 1m2

The same modular system fits wheeled and tracked 
vehicles

Weighs just 25% of traditional steel bar armor

Highly durable – does not degrade vehicle speed, 
maneuverability or performance

Flexible system – allows easy integration of 
FlexFence to dynamic areas such as 
doors and turrets

Low life cycle costs – no 
welding, low cost acquisition

Available in any color to 
blend in with vehicle 
camouflage

Meets all relevant 
environmental testing 
standards according to MIL-
STD-810



Plasan’s FlexFence comprises disruptive piercing elements floating 
inside a solid foam body. This basic structure is encased within a 
capsulated unique fabric (Anti-Vandalism Layer - AVL) which is 
resilient to environmental hazards. While this is a modular, panel-
based solution, ballistic protection is still maintained between 
panels when integrated onto a platform (no ballistic gaps). 

PROPERTY FLEXFENCE

Material Foam with elements

Weight per square meter
With fixation & brackets 10 - 12kg/m2

Probability of neutralization Up to 80% (at NATO 0°)

Silent neutralization  About 90% of the neutralizations

Thickness and stand off Installed with a stand off of 210mm, module thickness 50mm

“Edge Effect” None, as no rigid frames are used for the installation

Maintenance Low maintenance cost and time

Safety after accident Flexible 

Durability Durable due to its flexibility

FLEXFENCETM - TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PLASAN'S UNIQUE PG-7 DEFEAT 
PASSIVE SOLUTION 

FlexFence impacted  by a PG-7 
during iABG gas canon testing
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info@plasan.com

OPTIONAL UPGRADE 

Protective Spall Liners for 
Increased Survivability against 
Spall and Overmatching Threats
Spall liners provide the Combat Armored Vehicle 
a significant ‘last barrier’ between threat debris 
(spall) or overmatching threat, and the crew

Plasan’s Spall Liners Advantages

SPALL LINERS

Plasan has the experience and the know-how 
to develop and produce the most effective 
spall liner solutions

This expertise is implemented in numerous 
Armored Combat and Tactical Vehicles projects 
such as Piranha, LAV, Warrior, K9, HAWKEI, 
M-ATV, etc.

This know-how allows for achieving the most 
cost and weight effective solutions for any 
Combat and Tactical Armored Vehicle

Plasan has also a Flexible Spall Liner Solution. 
For further details ask for the Sharp-X Ballistic 
Solution data sheet

Ballistic Protection 
Solutions

TYPICAL FEATURES  TYPICAL VALUE   

Weight 10-20 kg/m2

Thickness 10-20mm

TESTING METHOD

Fire resistance UL94

Operating temperatures -46°C to 80°C

Fluid contamination Per MIL-STD-810

Resistance to humid 
environments 

Per MIL-STD-810   

Can be easily cleaned

Can be decontaminated from NBC agents
Reduced Spall Cone 
with Spall Liner

Spall Cone without 
Spall Liner

Reduced Spall Cone with 
Spall Liner 

Spall Cone without 
Spall Liner

Firewall 3D 
Spall Liner


